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Terms

The brain of a computer is the _______________. Most of these 
are made by Intel and AMD. The processor module is located on 
_______________. The fastest processors are ____________ ones, 
which means that there are more than one processors working 
together. The _______________ of a processor is measured in 
_______________, which is usually written as MHz. 
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speed motherboard
multi core microprocessor megahertz



Terms

ì Mains electricity is converted to lower voltage by a _____________. A 
_____________ protects electronic equipment from damage caused
by power spikes. 

ì If you remove the cover from a computer, make sure you
_______________ the electricity _______________. Otherwise, you
may get an electric _______________. 

ì The computer is cooled by a _______________. This prevents the
processor from _______________. 
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fan shock transformer overheating
disconnect supply surge protector



Terms

ì The data or applications on my PC is stored on the _____________. 
My computer’s hard drive has a _____________ of 120GB. When I try
to _____________ a new application, it needs some free
_____________. 

ì My PC has a optical disc _____________. It has a button to insert and
_____________ CDs. If I like a CD, I can _____________ a copy for
myself. Sometimes, I can’t eject CDs because they are
_____________.
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burn install capacity drive
hard drive eject space stuck



Terms

Bluetooth technology enables ______________ communication
between ______________ such as laptop computers, mobile 
phones and PDAs. Bluetooth ______________ devices use short-
range radio ______________ to exchange ______________ quickly
and easily. The technology was ______________ by a group of 
computer and ______________ companies including IBM, Intel, 
Nokia and Ericsson. 
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data wireless enabled developed
devices telecommunications signals
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